This research intends to establish the relationship between teaching strategies and the research competences of postgraduate students -UNMSM, 2017. For this reason, the present scientific study aimed at a quantitative approach of correlational design was established. In order to collect information a questionnaire was elaborated that was applied to the sample conformed by 136 students, to know their points of view with respect to the study variables, also to guarantee its high reliability, the Cronbach's Alpha test was used. On the other hand, the SPSS version 21 computer package was applied, using Spearman's Rho formula with a margin of error of 5%.
Introduction
The general hypothesis found a very good correlation of Rho = .848, since the majority considers how to regulate the teaching strategies, implying with this the assimilation of the investigative competences considered as sometimes adequate. Regarding the first specific hypothesis, a good relation of Rho = .691 is confirmed, this due to the majority considerations of regulating specifically the illustrations and questions of the teaching strategies, which could be reflected in the cognitive aspects as sometimes adequate.
The second, the third and the fourth specific hypothesis established a moderate relation of Rho = .581, good Rho = .612 and moderate Rho = .571, respectively. Their results allowed to show that the good level of the summaries applied in teaching strategies is insufficient for the dimensions of personal qualities, metacognition and professional aspects, considered as sometimes adequate.
Teachers always have to use various resources or tools to ensure the assimilation of new knowledge of students, all this is reduced in the importance of teaching strategies, which will ensure active and participatory learning. However, this importance of the strategies is not evident in the postgraduate courses of the population under study, since most students consider that they meet the academic standards that strengthen the research skills necessary for university education, they include cognition, metacognition, personal and professional qualities.
This context allows us to detail this problem by expanding the theoretical framework of learning strategies and investigative skills. Let's see the following points:
Objective of the investigation
Know the relationship of teaching strategies with the research skills of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
Method
It corresponds to the investigation of the quantitative approach, explanatory level, ex pos facto, since it tries to analyze and evaluate the relationship between the existing variables: teaching strategies and investigative competences. It is non-experimental type with a correlational design. RESULTS For the statistical treatment, the SPSS version 21 computer package was used, with which the hypotheses could be tested. Which are shown below:
PROOF OF GENERAL HYPOTHESIS HGA. Teaching strategies are significantly related to the research skills of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
HGO. Teaching strategies are not significantly related to the research skills of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017. Interpretation: When applying Spearman's Rho formula, margin of error at 5%, a very good correlation coefficient of Rho =, 848 and p = 0.000 was found. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted, according to the response of the sample, in which the majority considers it as sometimes adequate between the variables research competences and teaching strategies. CONTRASTACIÓN DE LA FIRST SPECIFIC HYPOTHESIS Ha. Teaching strategies are significantly associated with the cognitive dimension of graduate students-UNMSM, 2017.
Ho: Teaching strategies are not significantly associated with the cognitive dimension of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
Interpretation: When applying Spearman's Rho formula, margin of error at 5%, a good correlation coefficient of Rho = .691 and p = 0.000 was found. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted, according to the response of the sample, in which it mostly refers to it as sometimes adequate between the teaching strategies variable and the cognitive dimension.
Contrastation of the second specific hypothesis
Ha. Teaching strategies are significantly associated with the personal qualities dimension of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
Ho: Teaching strategies are not significantly associated with the personal qualities dimension of graduate students-UNMSM, 2017. Interpretation: When applying Spearman's Rho formula, margin of error at 5%, we find a moderate correlation coefficient of Rho = .581 and p = 0.000. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted, according to the sample response, in which most of them affirm as sometimes adequate between the variable teaching strategies and the personal qualities dimension. Ha: Teaching strategies are significantly related to the metacognitive dimension of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
Contrastation of the third specific hypothesis
Ho: Teaching strategies are significantly related to the metacognitive dimension of graduate students-UNMSM, 2017.
Interpretation: When applying Spearman's Rho formula, margin of error at 5%, a good correlation coefficient of Rho =, 612 and p = 0.000 was found. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted, according to the sample's response, in which most of them affirm as sometimes adequate between the variable teaching strategies and the metacognitive dimension.
Contrastation of the fourth specific hypothesis
Ha: Teaching strategies are significantly associated with the professional dimension of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017.
Ho: Teaching strategies are not significantly associated with the professional dimension of graduate students -UNMSM, 2017. Interpretation: When applying Spearman's Rho formula, margin of error at 5%, we found a moderate correlation coefficient of Rho = .571 and p = 0.000. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted, according to the response of the sample, in which most of them affirm as sometimes adequate between the variable teaching strategies and professional dimension.
Conclusions
• The results confirm discrepancies in the good relationship between the teaching strategies variables and the investigative competences, since the majority considers how to regulate the teaching strategies applied within the study classrooms, implying with this the assimilation of the investigative competences considered as sometimes adequate.
• Regarding the variable teaching strategies and the cognitive dimension discrepancies were determined with respect to their good relationship.
• The teaching strategies and the personal qualities dimension found differences in their moderate correlation, this due to the majority considerations of specifically regulating the illustrations and questions of the teaching strategies, which could be reflected in the personal qualities.
• Between the teaching strategies and the meta-cognitive aspects, they found a good relationship, concluding that the lack of rethinking and improvement of the teaching strategies are damaging the knowledge related to scientific research.
• The moderate relation between the teaching strategies and the professional aspects noticed discrepancies in the results, concluding that the learning strategies are not being given the necessary interest so that the competences acquired with respect to scientific research topics can be used in their activity.
Recommendations
• The institution under study recommends an exhaustive selection with respect to the teachers who will dictate the postgraduate courses, since these must be trained to select the appropriate teaching strategies that allow to consolidate the investigative competences of the future masters and doctors.
• Teachers should be trained to improve their teaching strategies specifically on the objectives, illustrations and questions.
• The institution under study must schedule trainings to teachers with regard to teaching strategies, in this way they can apply this new knowledge to the classrooms, which will reinforce personal qualities such as relationships with members of graduate courses.
• The institution under study must schedule trainings for teachers with regard to teaching strategies, in this way they can apply this new knowledge to the classroom, which will strengthen the professional aspects noted as personal relationships with members of the graduate courses of the student postgraduate.
